Forlle’d
As the only clinic in Toronto to carry Forlle’d this exclusive luxury line not only speaks to the senses but
delivers on effectiveness. The entire hyaluronic acid-packed line with impart unstoppable hydration
and the luxury-based treatments with restore skins natural radiance. We are proud to offer both inclinic treatments as well as retail home-care for clinical results.

Visage Forlle’d Luxury Facials
Visage Forlle’d Radiance
This Luxury Petite Forlle'd Facial will hydrate, tone and deeply nourish the skin using the purest form
of hydration, infusing the skin with pure hyaluronic acid, vitamin C and peptides.
Total Time:(45 Minutes)
Starting at $125 each or 30% off when purchased as a package of 3

Visage Forlle’d Platinum Luxury Facial
This luxury treatment is the ultimate spa, taking care of the face, neck, décolletage, hands and
arms. This treatments also includes a platinum-infused mask which will deliver high-level antioxidant
in addition to adding growth factors to this skins Shangri-la.
Total time (1 hour 15 mins)
Starting at $250 each or 30% off when purchased as a package of 3

Visage Folle’d Pearl Whitening Luxury

This one-of-a-kind treatment harnesses all the power of the Forlle’d line and infuses it with skinwhitening platinum to improve the look of not only existing sun damage but future damage as well.
This is the ultimate in elegance-meets efficacy.
Total time (1 hour 30 mins)
Starting at $325 each or 30% off when purchased as a package of 3

Visage Signature Facial Peels
Visage Jet Set Peel

This treatment is perfect for a quick skin pick me up to smooth and soften. Your skin will be cleansed,
exfoliated and reawakened with a gentle yet effective lactic acid.
Total time: 15 minutes
Starting at $75 on its own or Complimentary if done before injectables

Visage Brazilian Glow Peel

This signature treatment is a refreshing, revitalizing taste of the tropics combining the effectiveness of
Papain and Bromelain enzymes. This Brazilian beauty will gently remove dulling build-up to reveal
your smoothest hydrated complexion – a must for anyone in search of that Brazilian bombshell glow.
Total time: 45 Minutes
Starting at $175 each -30% off if purchased in a package of three

Visage Illuminate Skyline Peel

This is the ultimate illuminating treatment combining all the power of Brazilian enzymes with an
effective Mandelic peel to reveal your most even-toned, luminous skin. Sun spots and
hyperpigmentation are reduced in this luxury-meets powerful results signature Visage peel.
Total time: 1 hour
Starting at $200 each -30% off if purchased in a package of 3

Visage Laser Rejuvenation Services
Visage Nano MicroLaser Peel

This revolutionary laser treatment will transform the texture of your skin, removing superficial damage.
Pores are improved and surface hyperpigmentation lifted to exhilarate and re-awaken your skin.
Increase the effectiveness of your products and everything you do for your skin with this signature
Laser Peel with minimal “just came from hot yoga” downtime.
Total time: 45 minutes
Starting at $400 each -30% off when purchased in a package of 3

Visage Forever Young IPL

The Visage Forever Young IPL treatment will minimize redness and browns in addition to stimulating
collagen in this Stanford-study results backed treatment. When done in a series you will notice that
skins tone will be more even, and the contour of the face will be plumper. Turn back the hands of
time with a Forever Young boost.
Total time:45 minutes
Starting at $400 each -30% off when purchased in a package of 3 (series of treatments recommended)

Visage Forever Young Plus+

All the benefits from the Visage Forever Young IPL plus the skin-transforming Visage Nano-Peel are
combined in this revolutionizing treatment for enhances the benefits for an undeniable results.
Total time: 1 hour
Starting at $650 each -30% off when purchased in a series of 3 (series of treatments recommended)
Visage Pro-Fractional

For acne scars, surgical scars, burns and skin trauma this is the gold-standard treatment. Carried by
only the top physicians’ offices Sciton Pro-fractional this is the hands-down winner for noticeable
results for skin which has undergone a number of concerns. This is also the champion treatment for
aggressive anti-aging
Treatment time varies, inquire as to specific body part.
Starting at $ 575 (series of treatments recommended)

Visage Bootcamp
A 10-week personalized “skin bootcamp”. A combination- therapy approach to skin treatments
that will improve skins overall tone and texture, reduce fine lines, pores and wrinkles and diminish
noticeable hyperpigmentation. For patients who have an upcoming event or simply want to get
their skin “in shape”.
Visage Complexion Perfection
Series of three Visage Nano-Peels and three Brazilian Glow Peel Treatments – each Brazilian Glow Treatment
4-6 days after each Nano-Peel. These treatments will compliment each other for maximum results for an
enviable complexion.
Treatments times as specified above
Starting at $1,100 package price

Visage Flawless
Series of Three Visage Nano-Peels and three Visage Illuminate Skyline Peels – each done 12-14 days post
Nano-Peel for your most flawless complexion.
Treatments times as specified above
Starting at $ 1,200 package price

Laser Hair Removal

Using award-wining laser technology these series of laser hair removal will safely and effectively
reduce hair growth as well as stubborn ingrown hair using the highest-grade laser technology
Treatment time varies, inquire as to specific body part.
Prices vary as per body part.

